Make Jesus Your Passion and Share Him
SHARING SPECIAL!
*The Passion of Love Case of Books*

*by E. G. White*

Share this gripping and unique narrative from one of Christianity’s most-published writers. This narrative goes beyond the physical suffering and explores the deeper spiritual revelation of love’s most poignant act. You’ll understand more about the intricacies of Jesus’ suffering, but you will also learn of a greater suffering that no insult, no lash, and no nail could ever inflict.
If you want to know the true meaning of the passion of Jesus Christ, ask yourself instead, "What is the true meaning of love?" Then read this book, and find the answer.

100 Books for $99.00
Sale ends, Tuesday, April 22, 2014

La Pasión del Amor (Spanish)

100 Libros por $99
Oferta termina el Martes, 22 de Abril de 2014
SHARING SPECIAL!
The Passion of Love
Gift Set Includes: Book and Audiobook CD

A brief moment in time that forever changed the world began quietly in a garden called Gethsemane and culminated violently on a hill called Calvary. Nothing you'll see or hear can compare to the gospel truth. Only the Bible will ever fill you with hope or inspire you more than this book.

Indeed, no picture, or film, or sound will match the breathtaking detail and power of this beautiful volume from the final chapters.
of the best-selling masterpiece *The Desire of Ages*, a vibrant and biblically faithful commentary detailing the last hours of Jesus Christ’s life on earth.

$6.99 per set when you buy 3 sets

Regular price: $19.99 per set

Sale ends, Tuesday, April 22 2014

More Details and Purchase

More Great Books on Health
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God's Love for Man  
E. G. White
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Judgment and Hell  
Jim Ayer
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Remnant Study Bible (Special Forces Lavender)
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Bible Marking Kit
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A Vision of Heaven  
Christian Berdahl  
Music CD